Abstract. The successful 2d segmentation method CSC has recently been generalized to 3d. We shortly introduce the concept of both 2D-and 3D-CSC and present two use cases (classification of MR brain data and CT bone data) which demonstrate that analysis of segments generated by the CSC allows high quality classification of 3d data by relatively easy means.
Introduction
Due to techniques like MRI, CT and PET real 3d images are available for diagnostics, but for physicians it is often still easier to do their diagnostic on 2d slices of a 3d image rather than to take the complete 3d information into account as visual analysis of 3d data is hard for humans. However, automatic segmentation methods don't have this restriction, they should use the 3d information to increase their segmentation quality.
The 2d color structure code (short CSC) invented by Rehrmann and Priese in 1993 [1] is a very fast and robust region-growing segmentation method steered by a hexagonal island hierarchy first introduced by Hartmann [2] . Because of its efficiency and quality, the University Koblenz and the research center Juelich generalized the CSC to 3d in a cooperated project * . This generalization is not trivial as it leads to some geometrical difficulties. In section 2 we give some further details of the 2d CSC and its generalization to 3d. In section 3 we present an MR brain image classifier and a CT bone classifier which are both based on the 3d CSC. Those two use cases show that high quality classification of 3d images can be achieved by relatively easy means if a robust segmentation method is applied beforehand.
The 2D and 3D CSC
The 2d CSC is a hierarchical region growing method for gray and color images. The region growing process is steered by a hierarchy of overlapping islands defined upon a hexagonal topology of pixels. Seven pixels, one center pixel and its six equidistant neighbors, form an island of level 0. Each second pixel of each second row is chosen as a center pixel. Any island of level 0 overlaps exactly with six other island of level 0 within one common pixel. Assume that islands of level n are already defined. Two islands of level n are neighbors if they overlap in a common island of level n-1. An island I of level n+1 is formed by a center island I 0 of level n and its six neighbor islands I 1 ,…,I 6 . I is the parent island of I 1 ,…,I 6 and I 1 ,…,I 6 are the sub-islands of I. Again each second island of level n of each second macro island row is chosen as a center. On each level of the hierarchy the overlapping pattern is the same. Figure 1a) illustrates that. The segmentation starts at level 0. Within any island of level 0 small segments consisting of connected and color similar pixels are detected. Assume that segments of level n are already detected within islands of level n. All overlapping and similar segments of level n within an island of level n+1 are merged to a new segment of level n+1. In the case that overlapping segments of level n+1 are not color similar the common region is separated between the involved overlapping segments. In this paper two gray values are considered to be (color) similar if their distance is smaller than a certain similarity threshold t.
The first step in generalizing the CSC to 3d is to find a 3d structure which is similar to the hexagonal island hierarchy. The S 15 structure (see figure 1b) , as used in [3] , builds up a cell hierarchy that covers nearly all properties of the hexagonal island hierarchy. Unfortunately, the S 15 cell hierarchy does not fulfill the important density property, i.e. some overlapping cells will not have any common parent cell. Thus already detected segments cannot be merged. This will lead to an "artificial" over-segmented image. An alternative to S 15 is the C 19 structure (see figure 1c), proposed first by Sturm [4] , which builds up a cell hierarchy that is dense but has more complex relationships between island levels which complicates implementation. Because of the density of the C 19 cell hierarchy a segmentation will not lead to an artificial over-segmentation.
Applications of the 3D-CSC
As stated before, the 3D-CSC is an general segmentation method, applicable to 3d images from various sources. Here we want to present two use cases, where relatively easy post-processing steps allow us to transform the segmentation results of the CSC into robust and correct classifications.
MRI Brain Analysis
The first use case is the classification of T1-weighted MR brain images from healthy human brains into white matter, gray matter and non-brain. In recent years this task has been studied by different groups in detail. However we are able to compete with those methods [8] , using our general CSC and some rather general and well know pre-and post-processing steps described below.
Preprocessing To smooth the image within homogeneous regions and enhance the contrast at their borders, a single iteration of the 3D-Kuwahara filter [5] is applied. Also the so called bias field is corrected by applying a modified version [6] of the method presented in [7] .
Histogram analysis
The histogram of an MR brain image normally consists of 5 peaks representing the 5 tissue classes background, CSF, gray matter, white matter and fat (listed from dark to bright). We approximate the histogram by a sum of five weighted gaussian curves (gaussian mixture model). The intersection point of each two adjacent gaussian curves defines a threshold. The resulting 4 thresholds separates the gray value space into 4 disjoint classes.
CSC
We now apply the 3D-CSC on the corrected image. There is no static similarity threshold which works well for all MR images, instead it dependents on the gray value range in the image and the remaining intra-tissue intensity inhomogeneity after bias correction. We therefore automatically derive the similarity threshold from the mode representing the background peak as its standard deviation carries information about those image characteristics.
Morphology
The segments computed by the 3D-CSC are classified into gray matter, white matter and non-brain by classifying their mean gray value into the gray level classes estimated during histogram analysis. However, in MR brain images often small gray value bridges between anatomically different tissue classes occur. Because of this, the CSC normally generates some segments which include both gray matter and non-brain tissue. We break those bridges using binary morphology. A binary image B is generated where segments classified as either white or gray matter form the foreground and all others the background. On this image we apply an morphological erosion using a small ball structuring element SE to destroy the gray value bridges. The biggest connected component B' in the resulting binary image is an eroded brain mask. The conditional dilation (B'⊕SE)∩B of B' with structure element SE restores the border of the brain which was lost during erosion. However, some smaller structures might still be missing. We reconstruct most of them by applying four conditional dilations with a ball structuring element of radius one. The result is are binary masks of brain and non-brain. The distinction between gray and white matter inside the brain is known from the histogram analysis before.
Evaluation We classified images from eight healthy human brains using our methods and the publicly available state of the art brain analysis software package SPM [1] . The classification results have been evaluated by medical experts using a catalog of quality criteria for evaluation of MR brain images developed at the German Armed Forces Central Hospital (GAFCH), Koblenz. The results of the evaluation show that our methods is able to compete with SPM which uses a priori knowledge about the anatomy of the human brain and which has been developed especially for this task (see also [8] ).
3.2
CT Bone Classifier The second use case is the classification of CT images [9] into the classes background, soft tissue, enclosed air and bones. Especially the automatic classification of bones from CT images is an important task in medical diagnostic, surgery planning and visualization. Often the classification of bones in CT images is done just by global or local thresholding methods. Such methods work well as the gray values of a CT image are calibrated (Hounsfield scale) and every tissue has a defined gray value range. Unfortunately, the gray level ranges of tissues may overlap. Thus some spatial and topological information should be used to distinguish different types of tissue.
Segmentation One essential step of our CT bone classifier is the CSC segmentation. As CT images are calibrated we choose a fixed small similarity threshold. A preprocessing step like the Kuwahara filter may be used to reduce noise, but however this might destroy very thin bone structures especially in low resolution images. The segmentation results in many homogeneous segments which have to be classified by using topological information.
Topological classifier
The histogram of a CT bone image has three significant peaks corresponding to the classes (from dark to bright) air (this means background and enclosed air), soft tissue and bones. By using the histogram analysis method from section 3.1 the histogram of the original CT image is approximated by a sum of three gaussian curves. The means of the 3 gaussians µ air , µ soft , µ bone and the intersection points of two adjacent gaussians ν air,soft , ν soft,bone are used in the classification. The classification starts with a first background classification. All dark segments, that touch the image border, are classified as background. We call a segment dark if its mean gray value is darker than ν air,soft . Small clusters of dark segments that are enclosed by only background segments are also classified as background. The largest segment with a mean gray g∈[ν air,bone ,ν soft,bone ] is classified as soft tissue as in CT images the soft tissue is very homogeneous. According to their mean gray value all unclassified segments between background and soft tissue are clustered with the standard fuzzy C-Means technique into the classes possibly background and possibly soft tissue. All segments marked as possibly background (resp. possibly soft tissue) that have at least one already classified background (resp. soft tissue) segment in their neighborhood are reclassified as background (resp. soft tissue). During this step, applied as often as possible, background and soft tissue grow toward each other. Sometimes there are segments that are marked as possibly soft tissue and that are surrounded completely by background segments. These segments will be classified as background as we assume that soft tissue is one connected region in the image. At this classification stage there are only unclassified segments left which are enclosed within the up to now classified soft tissue. These segments should be classified as bones if they are very bright or as enclosed air if they are very dark. Therefore a histogram over all voxels, that are either unclassified or classified as soft tissue, is computed. The histogram is divided up into a dark and bright part. Both parts are analyzed resulting in two thresholds separating soft tissue from bones (T bone ) resp. enclosed air (T encair ). All segments with a brighter (resp. darker) mean gray value than T bone (resp. T encair ) are classified as bone (resp. enclosed air). All remaining segments are classified according to their neighbor segments. They will inherit the class of their most gray similar neighbor segment.
Evaluation
The method was quantitative evaluated on a CT image of rat. For this image a manual classification into the classes background, bone tissue and body (body=soft tissue+enclosed air) was done by the Research Center Juelich. The evaluation turned out that 95.97% (resp. 98.23%) of bone tissue (resp. body) was recognized correctly. Only 9.20% (resp. 1.17%) of the pixels classified as bones (resp. body) were misclassified. 
Conclusion
We have shown that a high quality 3d segmentation allows high quality 3d classification in different application scenarios. The presented applications demonstrate that the task of assigning 3d data into several classes is simplified by applying a segmentation beforehand. After a segmentation we are able to work on relatively big, contiguous regions, which integrate voxels with a common property and don't have to examine each voxel on it's own. Even though we analyse medical data in both presented use cases, similar approaches can be carried out in other applications as well. For example we were able to adapt our CT classifier with extremely little effort to detection of enclosed air in 3d scans of plastic foil.
